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Thornton Tomasetti built its reputation both as a structural engineer of iconic buildings 
like Yankee Stadium and the Petronas Towers, and as a forensic investigator of major 
building failures and collapses. 

In recent years, many of our projects began pursuing LEED certification and we saw a 
rapidly growing interest in green buildings by clients, governments, and associations.  
So in 2012 we added a Building Sustainability practice: joining green building expertise 
to our existing capabilities aligned with our passion to drive innovation in our industry.

We were thinking big, but started small. For several years, the firm had a Green Team 
tasked with supporting employee interest in sustainability and greening office operations. 
Then, in 2010, we made a company-wide commitment to sustainability when we became 
the first firm with a large structural engineering practice to join the American Institute  
of Architects (AIA) 2030 Commitment, pledging to progress towards climate-neutral 
buildings. Founding our Building Sustainability practice two years later also led to adding 
a corporate sustainability department that helps us practice what we preach, while 
reducing business costs, inspiring innovation, and keeping us on top of industry trends. 

We love challenges and relish the opportunity to make lasting contributions to the AEC 
industry and the world. In collaboration with our design partners, our dreams have been 
realized in some of the world’s most iconic buildings. We take that same approach 
towards sustainability. We aspire to be one of the most sustainable firms in the AEC 
world, in the way we design our projects and how we operate as a responsible business. 
In embracing this challenge, we see an opportunity to lead by example. In addition to 
leading our field to join the AIA 2030 Commitment, in 2013 we were among the first 
architectural or engineering firms to sign the Climate Declaration, a project launched by 
the nonprofit advocacy organization Ceres, that brings together businesses large and 
small to support U.S. action on climate change.

Our employees are passionately creative, technically savvy, and care about the 
environment and a good quality of life. We started our Green Champions program (page 
8), which recruits volunteers in our offices to help green our operations and seek new 
ways to increase sustainability at Thornton Tomasetti just a year ago, and already we 
have Green Champions throughout our office locations. Our commitment to corporate 
sustainability helps us attract and retain the best and the brightest. 

The next generation of leaders in this industry want to contribute to a better world. 
We look forward to the moment when we no longer talk about sustainability as a goal 
because it has become just the way we work and live.

Tom Scarangello 
Chairman & CEO 
Thornton Tomasetti

A Message from our Chairman

“ We aspire to be one of the 
most sustainable firms in the 
AEC world, in the way  
we design our projects and 
in how we operate as a 
responsible business.  
In embracing this challenge, 
we see an opportunity to lead 
by example.”
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Strategic Goals for Corporate Sustainability

At Thornton Tomasetti, we follow the “triple bottom line” approach to sustainability,

meaning we measure our degree of sustainability by evaluating our performance by

its effect on  profits, people and the planet. 

We believe in “doing well by doing good.” 

Five-Year Goal for  
Business Operations
By 2018, we will achieve an average annual carbon footprint of 4 tons  
of carbon dioxide emissions per person – a 24% reduction from our current levels.

We will achieve this goal by:

Design  
Services

We are committed to 
achieving carbon-neutral 
buildings by 2030. Our 
shorter-term objectives 
mirror the Architecture 
2030 Challenge goals: 
Reduce fossil fuel energy 
in buildings by 60% in the 
near term; by 70% by 2015; 
by 80% by 2020; and by 
90% by 2025.

Business  
Operations

We are committed to 
achieving climate-neutral 
operations by 2030 through 
a combination of energy 
use reductions and carbon 
offsets.

Social  
Responsibility  

We endeavor to create a 
workplace that provides 
extraordinary opportunities 
for professional 
development, education 
and training; a healthy 
and supportive workplace 
environment; and ample 
opportunities to contribute 
to the communities where 
we work.

Financial 
Sustainability  

We strive to meet these 
goals for environmental 
sustainability and social 
responsibility while 
continuing to meet  
or exceed bottom line  
financial goals.

 Reducing  
electricity 
consumption in  
our offices by

45%

Reducing  
single-occupancy 
employee 
commuting by

15%

Reducing 
business travel 
via airplane by

25%

Reducing waste 
generated in our 
offices by

35%
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Sustainable Building  
Projects 2013

A C H I E V I N G  S U S T A I N A B L E  D E S I G N

 
San Francisco Public 
Utilities Center 
Administration Building 
525 Golden Gate Avenue  
San Francisco, CA 
 
 
 

Building size 277,511 sf

Energy use savings 1,246,461 + 6,732 therms 

Energy use intensity 44.88 kBtu/sf/yr

CO2 emission reduction 55%  

Energy cost savings 28.15%    

Indoor water use reduction 40% 

Potable wastewater reduction 88%   

Annual water re-use 764  kgal    

Annual heat load reduction (space heating) 32.4%  

Annual lighting load reduction  36%

Metrics are based on energy modeling. 

Thornton Tomasetti is committed to advancing a future in which buildings are 
dramatically greener and more resilient than those of today. We contribute to this 
transformation through our Building Sustainability practice’s consulting services  
and through our efforts to reduce the environmental footprint of all our building  
design projects.

Our structural engineers, building skin consultants, and green building experts work 
together to provide early information and advice to architects and building owners to 
assist in the design of best-in-class high-performance buildings. Collaboration between 
these professions is rare, but essential to realizing the best energy performance and 
lowest greenhouse gas emissions.

We are developing sustainability best practices for structural engineers, training our 
engineers in applying these best practices, and measuring our progress towards 
reducing the energy and carbon embodied in our structural projects.

Building Design+Construction magazine profiled 
five of our projects in its 2013 report on how 
standout AEC firms and their clients are pushing 
the green envelope.

Our Building Sustainability practice 
provided green building expertise to:

183 building projects

and more than 100  

LEED certified and registered projects

(Above left) Our sustainability consultants collaborated with our building skin consultants to design a  
frit that would best utilize solar radiation for the transparent ETFE roof of the Minnesota Multipurpose 
Stadium, designed by HKS. 

(Above right) Our Building Skin, Structure, and Sustainability practices collaborated to provide a uniquely 
comprehensive set of studies for Diller, Scofidio + Renfro’s Culture Shed in New York. Our structural 
designers and modelers used parametric modeling tools to develop alternatives for the façade structure. 
Sharing the same model, our skin and sustainability staff evaluated various façade frit patterns for 
daylighting performance, glare potential, and visual impact. 

Engineering News Record (ENR) lists Thornton 
Tomasetti as #34 among the Top 100 Green 
Design Firms in 2013, with 26% of our revenue 
coming from projects that received LEED or other 
green building certification.

Our work on the LEED Platinum Media & Learning 
Center at De Anza College is profiled on the front 
page of ENR’s report. 

Our green building projects have  
received many awards, including:
   AIA COTE Top Ten Plus Award (inaugural recipient)
   AIA Sustainability Award of Merit
   NESEA Net Zero Energy Building 
   NIRSA Outstanding Sports Facilities Award
   Urban Green Council EBie All-Rounder Award 
   Boston Society of Architects Sustainable  
Design Award 

   AIA Maine Sustainable Design Award
   J. Timothy Anderson Award for Excellence in 
Historic Rehabilitation 

   Charles L. Edson Tax Credit Excellence Award
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Our Embodied Carbon Footprint 

In its third annual progress report for the 2030 
Commitment, the AIA profiled our efforts to measure 
the embodied energy of our building projects.

In 2010, Thornton Tomasetti was the first primarily 
structural engineering firm to join the AIA 2030 
Commitment in support of the vision of carbon-neutral 
buildings by 2030, and we are now recognized by 
the AIA as a sustainability leader among structural 
engineers. In 2013, Thornton Tomasetti remains one 
of the few engineering firms measuring the embodied 
carbon footprint of our building projects.
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Government 4% = 87.9M kgCO2e

Distribution of Total Embodied Carbon by Market Sector
(percentage, kgCO2e)

Residential 16% = 321M kgCO2e

Mixed Use 4% = 82.6M kgCO2e

Education 7% = 141.3M kgCO2e

Commercial 28% = 572.9M kgCO2e
Cultural & Hospitality 

5% = 91.3M kgCO2e

Healthcare 

22% = 450.4M kgCO2e

Sports & Entertainment 

13% = 258.4M kgCO2e

Mission Critical 1% = 18.4M kgCO2e

The majority of our work is structural 
design. We are responsible for the 
conceptualization and design of load-
bearing systems for buildings of all 
types and sizes around the world. By 
their nature, these designs call for 
substantial amounts of structural 
materials, predominantly steel and 
reinforced concrete. These materials 
contribute to climate change through their 
embodied energy and carbon, the energy 
used and associated carbon emitted 
for raw materials extraction, refining, 
manufacturing and transportation.

We began to annually measure the 
embodied carbon footprint of our 
structural engineering projects in 2012, 
developing a database fed by our own 
embodied carbon and energy calculator. 
Through this process, we are meeting 
the AIA 2030 Commitment reporting 
requirement and aspire to move in the 
direction of using fewer carbon-intensive 
materials and strategies.  
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2013 was a groundbreaking year for Thornton Tomasetti – the first full year in which our 
sustainable operations policy went into effect, changing the way the firm conducts office 
moves and major renovations.

The policy states:

All suitable office fit-outs are required to seek LEED for  
Commercial Interiors certification or the equivalent… 
Thornton Tomasetti applies this policy to achieve its corporate 
sustainability goals, but also with the understanding that this  
is a good financial decision considering the potential  
operational savings of an energy-efficient office. 

The policy recommends LEED Gold or higher.

In 2013, four of our offices sought LEED CI Gold or Platinum certification for their new 
office space or renovation: Philadelphia, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco. In 2014,  
we look forward to pursuing LEED certification for three additional office fit-outs.

LEED Certification of Our Offices

Our Philadelphia office was awarded LEED Gold Certification in 2013

Our new Philadelphia location is our second office to receive LEED CI Gold  
certification, but the first of many to do so under Thornton Tomasetti’s new sustainable 
operations policy. Read about the process of getting this office certified at  
www.ThorntonTomasetti.com/blog.

The new office at 1700 Market Street in Center City Philadelphia was designed by  
L2Partridge with Thornton Tomasetti acting as the LEED consultant. It offers abundant 
natural light and an open, collaborative work environment. All furniture is regionally 
sourced and made from recycled, nontoxic and low-emission materials. The office’s 
kitchen has a sustainable cork floor, 
and the reception area features 
reclaimed stadium seating. Most 
of the office equipment is ENERGY 
STAR qualified. With the help of low-
flow fixtures, the office expects a  
31 percent increase in water 
efficiency. Renewable energy 
certificates (RECs) were purchased 
to offset electricity use.

Our LEED CI Gold certified Chicago office was 
ranked among the top 10 (out of 267) most 
sustainable offices in Chicago, based on results 
from Chicago’s Green Office Challenge 2013.

Number of Thornton Tomasetti
Employees Working in 

LEED Certified/Registered Offices

183
LEED
(24%)

570
Non-LEED

(76%)

Projected Number of Thornton Tomasetti 
Employees Working in LEED 

Certified/Registered Offices by 2015

260
LEED
(35%)

493
Non-LEED

(65%)

Our new San Francisco office is participating 
in the USGBC’s LEED v4 Beta, offering a great 
learning experience for our in-house LEED 
consultants.
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In 2013, we calculated the carbon footprint of every Thornton Tomasetti office larger 
than six employees (excluding those planning a move in the next year). Using data from 
a 12-month period beginning in January 2012, we analyzed 13 offices and looked at a 
range of sources of carbon dioxide emissions, including energy use, commuting habits, 
business travel and waste production. We conduct carbon footprinting of our offices 
every two years to evaluate progress toward corporate sustainability goals, using our own 
third-party-reviewed carbon footprint calculator.

Data is gathered from employee surveys, expense reports, and utility bills. Comparisons between offices indicate that locations with good public transit systems 
have lower carbon footprints. The per employee footprint of smaller offices is more sensitive to the behavior of each individual. HVAC fuels vary greatly in 
emission factors: an office using steam heating, for example, will have more emissions from HVAC than one using natural gas. Electricity emissions vary by 
region depending on how electricity is generated. Offices with low emissions may be purchasing RECs to offset their electricity consumption.

Each footprint counts: For winning our 2013 
Carbon Footprint Challenge, each staffer in our 
London office received a pair of organic/recycled-
fiber Sierra Club socks. Our carbon footprint 
analyses of 13 offices found the London office 
produced the lowest carbon dioxide emissions.

Our carbon footprint mapping tool provides data on the climate change impact of our business 
operations and projects in an interactive, visual format. It was developed by our CORE studio 
modeling team in collaboration with the corporate sustainability department.

Our Carbon Footprint – Business Operations

Electricity 
923.5

Non-Electric 
HVAC 
371.9

Commuting 
845.5

Business 
Travel
856.9

Waste 

22.4

Total Carbon Footprint by Indicator
(All offices – tons CO2)
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Total

3,020 tons CO2

Average 
Employee

5.3 tons CO2

Footprint Equivalencies

377 single-family homes’ annual en-
ergy use, or 592 passenger vehicles 

driven for one year, or 272 trips 
around the world by car

Global Average Footprint  
(Source: World Bank, 2010)

4.9 tons CO2
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Thornton Tomasetti’s Green Champions are employees from across the firm who volunteer to 
coordinate the greening of their office. They are starting composting programs, educating 
employees about energy use and recycling, finding creative ways to reduce indoor air pollution, 
assisting with the LEED certification of new offices, and in many other ways helping their 
offices to meet the company’s sustainable operations policy.

Where are our Green Champions? In 19 of our offices across the United States and in Brazil, 
China, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and India.

Green Champions

Our Green Champions Are Increasing Recycling Rates

Our Ft. Lauderdale office has increased its recycling rate by 20 
percent over a period of only a few months by investing in smarter 
collection bins. By placing recycling bins with small wastebasket 
inserts by each desk, employees are encouraged to generate less 
waste and think twice when determining what can be recycled. For 
common areas, the office purchased larger recycling bins with clear 
signage. The Ft. Lauderdale office received a Green Office Grant from 
the corporate sustainability department to support these efforts.

Our Green Champions Are 
Reducing Electricity Use

Our New York office has 
reduced electricity use by 9% 
simply by changing settings 
on occupancy sensors 
in private offices so that 
light fixtures don’t turn on 
automatically when someone 
enters a room. This allows 
employees to assess whether 
they need artificial light to 
work, and eliminates energy 
waste from sensors being 
triggered by people walking 
past. The sensors continue  
to automatically turn  
off lights when the space is 
unoccupied. 

Green  
Communications

While many efforts 
originate in individual 
offices, we’re also working 
to change operations firm-
wide. This year we’ve made 
strides towards greening 
our communications 
material by switching to 
paper with higher post-
consumer waste content 
and replacing some print 
materials with electronic 
documents. All of our 
brochures are printed on 
FSC-certified paper and 
use soy-based inks. This 
year, we replaced printed 
holiday cards with e-cards, 
and the communications 
department received a 
Green Office Grant to print 
the company’s Annual 
Report on paper high in 
post-consumer recycled 
material.

Our Green Champions Are Starting Composting Programs

As a way to reduce their carbon footprint, the Chicago, 
Christchurch, Oakland, Portland and San Francisco offices are 
separating their food waste from recyclables and trash, and 
sending it to a facility to be turned into valuable compost.

The 10 employees in the Portland office produce about six gallons 
of organic waste each week. Garbage to Garden, a curbside 
compost pick-up company, collects the waste weekly for a small 
yearly fee, and provides finished product for free to any customer 
who requests it. As a result, all of the plants in the office are potted 
and replenished with certified organic compost. 

We have 31 Green Champions in 19 offices.
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Contributions to Communities

We donated more than 3,500employee hours to projects and

charities, and more than $200,000 to charities in 2013.

Thornton Tomasetti employees generously donate their time and 
expertise to our communities, on and off the clock, and to charitable 
programs such as the ACE Mentor Program, Canstruction, and  
Habitat for Humanity.

Los Angeles office employees teamed up with 
architects at NBBJ to help plant 60 trees in a 
nearby neighborhood in an event organized by  
The Tree People.

A Portland employee coordinates Take Action 
Portland (TAP), which organizes area residents to 
volunteer for local charities. TAP volunteers acted 
as chef elves on the Polar Express to benefit the 
Maine Narrow Gauge Railroad Museum.

San Francisco office staffers designed and  
built a sand sculpture (of Harry Potter as the 
Vitruvian Man), raising $3,500 to support  
Leap Arts in Education, a local non-profit that 
supports arts education. 

After Typhoon Haiyan raged  
through the Philippines, we 
matched staff donations to typhoon 
relief organizations with donations 
to the American Red Cross.

Grant to Build Change: vocational students in 
Indonesia receive training in earthquake-resistant 
design and construction.

Grant to Cooper Union students: the students 
design and construct sustainable disaster and 
refugee shelters in Ghana. 

Grant to Bridges to Prosperity: the construction 
of a Bolivian footbridge provides isolated 
communities access to healthcare, education and 
job opportunities.

The Thornton Tomasetti Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with the mission to fund fellowships, scholarships and 
internships for undergraduate students, as well as those planning to pursue graduate studies in building engineering, design or 
technology, and to provide financial support for philanthropic activities related to building engineering, design or technology.

In 2013, the Thornton Tomasetti Foundation provided $75,000 in grants and scholarships ($482,456 provided to date), 

including scholarships to 4 students, and support to 6 organizations.

Thornton Tomasetti Foundation
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Employee Engagement Programs

“Thornton Tomasetti values professional 
development and has supported 
an education program for several 
years to help employees meet their 
continuing education requirements 
for LEED accreditations,” said Rachel 
Michelin, senior project architect. “Our 
new ThinkTank platform can assist 
the 200 employees who have a LEED 
accreditation to find more opportunities 
for continuing education, as well as 
help all employees learn more about 
sustainable practices.”  

We believe that good ideas can come from anywhere in the company. A new research 
and development initiative provides a mechanism to implement the creative ideas of 
our employees and promote innovation within the firm. 

One of the projects supported by the initiative is the development of PANDA 
(Parametric Analysis of eNergy and Daylight Autonomy), a plug-in for  
Grasshopper that performs concept-level analysis of whole-building  
energy use and daylighting.

“ Our people have no 
shortage of ideas, 
creativity or passion. 
We’re moving our 
innovation efforts 
front and center, so 
bubbling up better 
ways to do things 
becomes second 
nature for everyone 
throughout  
our firm,” said 
Chairman & CEO  
Tom Scarangello.

“Thornton Tomasetti employees are active volunteers in their 
communities. This new benefit will incentivize these good actions 
and encourage more volunteerism, as well as increase employee 
satisfaction,” said John Fairbairn, vice president, human resources.  

“In some offices, groups of people will volunteer together, so the 
benefit may encourage team-building as well. 

We launched our very own learning 
management system, ThinkTank, 
making learning tools and training more 
accessible to employees and providing 
a system for sharing the firm’s existing 
knowledge. The online platform features 
on-demand course offerings, including 
courses developed in-house,  
and other tools for continuing education 
and credential maintenance.

We signed the Climate Declaration, 
adding our voice to more than 600 
other U.S. companies calling for 
federal policy on climate change. 
Thornton Tomasetti was among the 
first AEC firms to sign the declaration. 
During Climate Week in New York City, 
our logo was proudly displayed with 
those of the other large signatories on 
the CBS Jumbotron in Times Square.

Tackling climate change is

one of America’s greatest

economic opportunities 

of the 21st century

(and it’s simply the right thing to do).

What made America great was taking a stand. Doing the things that are hard. And seizing opportunities.

The very foundation of our country is based on fighting for our freedoms and ensuring the health and

prosperity of our state, our community, and our families. Today those things are threatened by a changing

climate that most scientists agree is being caused by air pollution. We cannot risk our kids’ futures on the

false hope that the vast majority of scientists are wrong. But just as America rose to the great challenges

of the past and came out stronger than ever, we have to confront this challenge, and we have to win.

And in doing this right, by saving money when we use less electricity, by driving a more efficient car,

by choosing clean energy, by inventing new technologies that other countries buy, and creating jobs

here at home, we will maintain our way of life and remain a true superpower in a competitive world. 

In order to make this happen, however, there must be a coordinated effort to combat climate change—

with America taking the lead here at home. Leading is what we’ve always done. And by working

together, regardless of politics, we’ll do it again.

www.climatedeclaration.us

New Benefit! In January 2014, our employees gained a new benefit: 
one day of paid time off each year to use for volunteering in the 
communities where we work. 
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Our Corporate Sustainability
Personnel

Angela Brysiewicz  
Engineer, New York

Lauren Busby  
Senior Engineer, New Zealand

Debbie Cervera  
Project Accountant, Los Angeles

Elizabeth Chong   
Project Engineer, Washington, D.C.

Duncan Cox  
Project Consultant, London

Theresa Curtis  
Senior Project Engineer  
San Francisco

Andrew Edmonson  
BIM Modeler, Dallas

Anthony Ferraro  
Senior Engineer, Newark

Stacy Gaddini   
Associate, San Francisco

Cristopher Gebhardt  
BIM Modeler, Washington, D.C.

Rafael Gomes de Oliveira  
Consultant, Saõ Paulo

Ian Johnson  
Project Director, Portland

Andre Jones  
IT Support Technician, Chicago 

David Kirschenbaum  
Associate, Irvine

Gary Lin  
Senior Project Engineer, Shanghai

Jacqueline Lopez  
Administration Assistant  
Ft. Lauderdale 

Alana Martinez  
Senior Engineer, Los Angeles

Rachel Michelin   
Senior Project Architect, Chicago

Michelle Olender  
Project Engineer, Ft. Lauderdale

Silverio Patrizi  
Senior Engineer, New York

Jane Pereverzoff  
Project Director, Irvine

Marshall Roberts  
Project Engineer, San Francisco

Vanessa Da Rocha  
BIM Modeler, Ft. Lauderdale

Carole Rusch  
Project Engineer, Denver

Christopher Ryan  
Senior Engineer, Kansas City

Akanksha Sharma  
Senior Designer, New York

Utsav Shrivastava  
Senior Engineer, Mumbai

Abhiram Tammana  
Engineer, Chicago

Steve Thompson  
Associate, Kansas City

Courtney Wells  
Senior BIM Modeler, Philadelphia

Mary Williams  
Project Engineer, Chicago

Green Champions

Amy Hattan  
Corporate Sustainability Officer

Joy Grannis  
Sustainability Intern

Anne Harold  
Sustainability Intern

Department Staff

Corporate Sustainability 
Steering Committee

Carol Benassi  
Vice President

Tanya de Hoog  
Principal

Bob DeScenza  
President

Faz Ehsan  
Senior Principal 

John Fairbairn  
Vice President, Human Resources

Cristopher Gebhardt  
BIM Modeler

Bruce Gibbons  
Managing Principal

Gunnar Hubbard  
Principal

Leonard Joseph  
Principal

Jim Kent  
Chief Marketing and Communications Officer

Gary Mancini  
Senior Principal

Steve Ross  
Chief Information Officer

Wolfgang Werner  
Vice President

Cover photo:  
Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences, East Boothbay, Maine  
@CHRISTOPHERBARNES.COM


